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Mobile Solutions Brings 2021 Product Line to SEMA
Company to showcase precision tools for panel building and functionality
TEMPE, ARIZ., October 29, 2021 (MEDIAWIRE) – Mobile Solutions® will fulfill its 16th year of exhibiting
and teaching at the 2021 SEMA show, scheduled for November 2-5, 2021 at the Las Vegas Convention
Center in Las Vegas. The company will present its products at Booth No. 12445 in the Mobile Electronics
& Technology section of the North Hall. Bryan Schmitt, president and head instructor, will be on hand to
greet attendees and demonstrate the company’s products.
Among the products to be highlighted at the show, the Arc Guide Template system allows fabricators to
add stylish touches to wood surfaces. The 11-piece kit comprises arcs with a radius of 20 to 36 inches
alongside straight pieces of three lengths.
Also featured is the new Magnet Fitment System, which enables quick, easy and secure flush-mounting
of magnets to secure speaker grilles or panels. The kit includes four sizes of Magnet Match™ countersink
bits to create perfect, flat holes at the proper depth. Smart Mag Alignment Plates™ ensure each magnet
is inserted with precision.
The new GT Template system adds another series of fabrication shaping guides to the Mobile Solutions
ecosystem. Nine template pieces—including four pieces that can be used separately or as part of the
largest template ring—give fabricators expanded creative flexibility when building pressed grilles or closecontact panels.
In addition to the booth presence, Mobile Solutions’ Bryan Schmitt will headline a seminar as part of the
annual SEMA Education series. Titled, “Seamless Visual Integration of Modern Electronics into Vehicles,”
the session will focus on upgrading classic and custom vehicles with the latest technology while retaining
the vehicles’ original style and design flow. The session takes place in Room N257 at 1:00PM PT on
Tuesday, Nov. 2. Gary Bell, accomplished vehicle designer and owner of Define Concepts in Orange, Calif.,
will moderate the seminar.
“In this uncertain climate, we recognize companies made the decision to attend or not attend SEMA based
on factors that are unique and internal for each company,” said Schmitt. “We made the decision to
continue our attendance at SEMA based on our own factors and look forward to seeing new and existing
customers while participating in the safety measures implemented throughout the show.”
For more information on Mobile Solutions’ SEMA participation, please visit mwi.re/MS-SEMA21. Find out
more about Mobile Solutions at mobilesolutions-usa.com.
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About Mobile Solutions
Mobile Solutions USA is an innovation-driven company creating tools and delivering training that enable
custom automotive electronics, audio and interior installations progress with a level of efficiency not often
achieved in the aftermarket automotive business. With the patented Smart Templates™ brand of design
tools and many other innovations, Mobile Solutions USA serves the aftermarket automotive technician,
fabricator and retail store community through direct sales and distributors around the globe. For more
information visit mobilesolutions-usa.com.
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